1998 jeep comanche

So you should chech it on our car models. Insert the ignition key and turn to the RUN position
but don't crank or start engine. A failing oil pump can cause what's called oil starvation, which
is almost always fatal to any engine. Overhead cam engines are especially at risk, because the
cam and valve train are farther from the pump than they are in pushrod engines. Oil should be
of a proper viscosity, which means it needs to be light enough to move quickly. The scent may
P Jeep Comanche signal oil or coolant leaking from their normally closed-loop systems, or it
may indicate dangerous exhaust gases invading your car's interior. Car and truck exhaust
contains toxic gases such P, so if the inside of your car P Jeep Comanche as if you were
standing behind your car, get out and get it fixed. Fight the urge to take a little nap first. So
sleepy. That's the carbon monoxide talking, friends. At least open a window on your way to the
shop. What does fault code P mean for Jeep Comanche? What does a diagnostic reading P
mean for Jeep Comanche? What do we know about P code for Jeep Comanche? Check all
engine fault codes from our database. Copyright FaultCodeCheck. When you check Jeep
Comanche car engine light came on code C the reason should be. So you should chech it on
our car models. Insert the ignition key and turn to the RUN position but don't crank or start
engine. A failing oil pump can cause what's called oil starvation, which is almost always fatal to
any engine. Overhead cam engines are especially at risk, because the cam and valve train are
farther from the pump than they are in pushrod engines. Oil should be of a proper viscosity,
which means it needs to be light enough to move quickly. The scent may C Jeep Comanche
signal oil or coolant leaking from their normally closed-loop systems, or it may indicate
dangerous exhaust gases invading your car's interior. Car and truck exhaust contains toxic
gases such C, so if the inside of your car C Jeep Comanche as if you were standing behind your
car, get out and get it fixed. Fight the urge to take a little nap first. So sleepy. That's the carbon
monoxide talking, friends. At least open a window on your way to the shop. What does fault
code C mean for Jeep Comanche? What does a diagnostic reading C mean for Jeep Comanche?
What do we know about C code for Jeep Comanche? Check all engine fault codes from our
database. Copyright FaultCodeCheck. We have 36 Jeep Comanche manuals covering a total of
32 years of production. This like all of our manuals is available to download for free in PDF
format. How to download a Jeep Comanche Repair Manual for any year. In total, that's over
pages of content dedicated to your Jeep Comanche. We get a lot of people coming to the site
looking to get themselves a free Jeep Comanche Haynes manual. We'll send you a quick email a
new Jeep Comanche document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Get your
hands on the complete Jeep factory workshop software. Jeep Comanche 4wd Workshop Manual
L 2. Other Manuals Pages. Jeep Comanche 2wd Workshop Manual L 2. Comanche 2WD V 2.
Jeep Comanche 4wd Workshop Manual L 4. Jeep Comanche 2wd Workshop Manual L 4. Jeep Comanche - Workshop Manual - - Comanche 4WD L 4. Comanche 4WD L 2. Comanche 2WD L 2.
Jeep - Comanche - Workshop Manual - - 2. Other Manuals 1 Pages. Comanche 2WD L 4. Jeep
Comanche 2wd Workshop Manual V 2. Jeep - Comanche - Owners Manual - - Other Manuals 5
Pages. Other Manuals 44 Pages. Get notified when we add a new Jeep Comanche Manual Notify
me. Get notified when we add a new JeepComanche Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Jeep
vehicles, were you looking for one of these? This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We
weren't able to find any results within the criteria you specified, but we did find similar listings
for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles
based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price
of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Jeep Comanche. Jeep Comanche Year Filters Reset Done. Year
- Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into
the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with.
Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and
Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Contact for Price. Book Values. Get
Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all
decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer
you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog.
Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Make Jeep. Model
Comanche. Frame is in great condition and Interior is okay. I had intended to convert it over to
4wd. I opted not to complete the conversion to keep the price down and leave it's new owner
more options. It would make a great platform for a lifted mud toy or restoration project. It has
been a good vehicle for me. Has front axle for converting to 4 wheel drive Front end has had all
new bushings, bearings, ball joints and new tie rods replaced within the last year. Brakes, pads,
rotors, steering knuckle have been replaced within the last year. Has approximately , miles
Instrument cluster has been upgraded to gauges and tach version. Back tires have about miles
on them. Heat works very wellNew water pump within the last year. Needs AC needs repair.
Needs compressor and drier. I have a new txv valve for it. Valve cover gasket Fan Belt I have

one just not installed yet Probably needs a tune up I have new plugs for it Needs a steering
shaft installed I have one just not installed yet The play in the steering is minimal. Front tires
look good but are old. Would recommend replacing before any long trips. I have a spare for it
but it is very old. This is a very good running dependable pickup. It has some surface rust from
the years but no serious rust problems. It has several small dents but still wears all original
paint and has no sign of any previous body damage. I hate to sell it because it gets better fuel
mileage than all the 27 pickups I have owned before. The interior is good for the age and
mileage. The AC tries to work but is low on freon R12 The fuel gauge is not working at present
but I plan on repairing it. There were only Comanches built in which was the last year for them
and how many of them were 2 WD with a short bed? I would not be afraid to get in this pickup
and drive it on a mile trip right now!! I recently drove this pickup around town for 2 weeks and
was getting worried about gas so I filled it back up and it took 8 gallons. If I didn't have to pull a
20 ft car trailer pretty often I would sell my full size pickup and keep this one but one has to go.
The truck is in good condition for being 23 years old. It has the bucket seats with center
console. Factory AM-FM radio. The interior is very clean with no holes, carpet is clean. The
truck is a short bed 4x4 with inline 6. The drives and stops, and 4x4 works. The truck has rust
was the last year for the Jeep Comanche with 3, being made. The truck is being sold as is and
where is. Up for sale is my Jeep Comanche Sport. It is in excellent "survivor" condition for its
age, with all original paint as far as I know. As a 92, it is one of the last of the Jeep Comanche
trucks. Runs and drives excellent. As many Comanche fans know, these little trucks will go
forever with regular maintenance. Here is your chance to get an excellent little truck. No rust.
Air conditioning still R blows cold in the hot summer time. Heat and defrost work great. Ordered
with gauge package with tachometer. Please see pictures and ask any questions. Here are the
things that need attention: Small dent on driver's side front lower part of truck bed see picture.
Non-original wheels on truck. Small dings and scratches as normal for a twenty-three year old
truck. Interior dome lights not lighting up. Valve cover leaks a little oil. Non-original shift knob.
Remaining balance due in U. Vehicle does NOT have an existing warranty. Thank you for
reading thoroughly. This pickup has , miles on it and is still running strong and has plenty of
pep. I have used it as a pleasure daily driver and to make runs to the home improvement store.
And it truly is a pleasure to drive. I have recently replaced all the freeze plugs in it, including the
rear ones. As for the condition. For its age it is in decent condition however my goal is to fully
disclose any known issues so you can bid with confidence. The front left fender has been
shaker can painted to match the truck the best I could. I could not find a paint shop that could
color match the fender to the fadedness of the rest of the truck. There is also a small dent in the
bed. Also missing the comanche emblem on the driver fender. The LH tail light has a crack that
has been repaired by the previous owner. Engine starts easily every time. However, as most of
these older iron block motors do, there is a bit of corrosion in the cooling system, it has been
flushed and doesn't overheat. The driver seat does have a tear developing at the seam. Also the
sun visor is missing a plastic clip but remains functional. Well if you have read this far you
seem pretty interested! This truck has been great to me and has never once failed to start for
me. This would be a great platform for a complete restoration or just a fun vehicle to drive
around town or to the jeep club meetings, because none of the jeep noobs knew jeep made
trucks. I really hate to get rid of this truck but I need to clear its parking spot. Please contact me
with any questions, I will post up some more pictures soon. I am willing to consider offers. God
Bless! Up for sale is my 2x4 long bed Jeep Comanche. This was a project of mine to restore but
do to health I cannot resume the process myself. To be sure, this truck runs and drives fine as
is. The 5 speed with the 4. Since my purchase a few years back I have upgraded or replaced
many parts which are highlighted below. My intentions were not to do a ground up factory
restoration, just an upgrade. This includes what quite possibly could be the finest custom Jeep
bench seat ever. It's a one of a kind full leather matching grey with red stitching and custom red
carbon fiber accents with an embroidered JEEP logo in the center. I get nothing but "WOW"
from everyone who sees it. The interior also sports new molded carpet and custom matching
felt headliner and visors and a nice carbon fiber accent dash bezel. The only rust on this Florida
truck were 2 small holes in floor pan which I repaired before the new padding and carpet went
in. The rest is minor surface rust. This truck is straight and only needs minor body work
including replacement drivers door and paint to finish the exterior. I'm thinking relay or resistor
probably. This ole mule is fun to drive and I get a thumbs up all the time. I wouldn't hesitate to
drive this extremely reliable truck cross country. Local pickup Tampa Bay Area. No PayPal.
Open to shipping. Thanks for looking. Don't hesitate to call. Replaced or upgraded parts front to
rear:Open flow radiator and fan shroud. New rotor, cap, wires and plugs. Front and rear gear oil.
Valve cover removed and cleaned, blow by mod while I was in there , new felpro gasket, custom
valve cover paint and new valve cover grommets and hoses. New windshield. Custom interior

see above. Newer quality 2 piston black diamond plate tool box. Bed Liner hard to find. Rear
bumper, new Westin black diamond plate major upgrade. Bridgestone 31x Any pre '97 Cherokee
4 door drivers door will direct fit. It has a camper shell as pictured. It is a manual 5 speed
transmission with the 4. It runs strong. It has about , original miles. It comes with the jeep off
road package. It has a sliding rear window. The title is rebuilt. It has some minor bumps here
and there on it as pictured. The driver door closes and locks. It is a daily driver and needs some
minor body work. It needs a head liner kit as the head liner is falling. This is a common issue
with these units. It gets about 18 to 20 mpg around town and 24 to 26 on the road. It has power
tilt wheel steering. It comes as pictured with after market alloy rims. It is well maintained and
serviced. Please ask questions before bidding and use pictures to determine condition. I can
send more pictures as needed. The title is clean and ready to go. E-mail for arrangements to
drive away or possible delivery of vehicle. Thanks for looking and good luck bidding. Here is an
original Jeep 4x4 Comanche pickup truck that's in rather good condition for its age. It's the
Metric Ton 7 ft. Paint on exterior is still good and I do want to feature how this truck has no rust
on the frame and inside wheel wells because it still has most of the factory undercoating on it,
pretty amazing for a 26 yr. I've seen many Comanche specimens before I decided on this one
and they were all rusted up and not in that good shape for too much money. I try to show
pictures and describe the truck best I can but always best to see a vehicle in person. If you do,
you'd be pleasantly surprised how it's a very solid truck for an '89 Comanche and in its good
shape, no it's not perfect but is a good specimen for full restoration if so desired, which
wouldn't take very much to make it an even cooler truck or you can use it as your daily driver.
For me, I'd set out to find one in good condition and not rusted up, this one was it for the price.
I've enjoyed it but I've recently decided to sell it and hopefully to a person who too wants a
Comanche in this condition. There is minimal rust on the truck, it means hardly and not much
for a 26 yr old Jeep truck. I make mention anything of note, and as stated, the frame has none.
To me, rust is a pet peeve of mine, it's one of the most important details to me on a vehicle,
besides a good mechanical aspect. The only thing of rust to mention is as follows, a little
started on rockers, one side a very small area started and other side just a small hole, I threw a
shot of primer to protect it further. There's a few small surface chips and scratches on the truck,
all of which is typical. Some rust is starting to bubble under the paint at top of one wheel well
but not through. A few minor things small enough to fix easy. Inside the bed is in good shape
and under the bed looks clean as well and inside the bed is good since I think it was hardly
exposed, I believe a cap was on and also, maybe a bed liner seeing bed rails have the holes for
attaching a cap. Interior is good and clean and has no dash cracks, all good shape. No headliner
in and so typical for these trucks. The glass is good except for a small crack in lower left of
windshield. You'll need to fix the E-brake, need a rearview mirror and a passenger window
handle. I've recently replaced rear exhaust pipe and a new hood release cable. Body wise, I've
described what I can and any dents of note are hardly noticeable, just small 2 minor mentions,
one is more a crease dent on front left fender, the other a small dent on lower rear quarter, both
hardly noticed. Engine runs quite good, the 5 spd. This truck is a good find and not many can
be found original and in this way. The bucket seats in it are not stock. One Jeep center cap is
missing on a rear wheel. Tires are just like new at about 6 months old. There's a pushbutton
start on the dash you just need to press when turning the key to start. Previous owner said it's
just a bypass to ignition switch and has never bothered me nor does it pose any issue nor is it
ever going to be. This truck looks good, the engine drives quite strong for the year and miles,
really does. Be a proud owner of a Jeep Comanche which become more rare and rise in value as
the years pass. The model year, AMC only made about and not all were 4x4's with the 7ft bed
option. Comanche pickup trucks like these are usually beaten on and pretty rusted up and
people are asking too much for them. On the other end of that, I've seen a few on Ebay over the
years that were fixed up and restored nicely and they looked so very cool. A 4x4 stock Jeep
truck that is almost 27 years old like this one in its good condition is not that common. I've just
decided it's best to sell this truck for reasons of finances and even so I do hate to part with I just
will have to. That being said, I would like it sold to a good home, in that a person who wants one
and who knows and appreciates cool Jeep trucks. It's also being advertised locally, so auction
may end in advance. Email me with any questions, I'll be glad to answer them. Happy bidding!
You are looking at a Jeep Comanche 4x4 truck. I am a small car lot located in Georgetown KY
This truck was just traded in and is SOLD as is. I have personally driven this truck clutch is
good and the 4x4 worked , The tires and wheels seem to be in great shape as well. Air
conditioner blows but not very cool air. These trucks are hard to find and sell fast so please call
me asap for any more information needed. I have a clear title ready for the next owner. You pay
me what you bid when sold no other fees you will have to pay taxes in your county you reside.
New Tires. New Front Brakes. Has no headliner and the ebrake doesn't stick typical for this type

of truck Happy to answer questions, buyer is responsible for shipping. Also listed for sale
locally. Dallas, OR. Green Bay, WI. North Kingstown, RI. Absarokee, MT. Gervais, OR. Chester
Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Jeep Comanche. Year Make
Jeep Model Comanche. Jeep : Comanche Eliminator Standard Cab Pickup 2-Door jeep
comanche 4 x 4 eliminator standard cab pickup 2 door 4. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make Jeep 19 Dodge
1. Category Beta Pickup Truck 18 Suv 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Comanche Cj8 7. Automatic 49
Manual Gasoline Flex Fuel 1. Classic Cars Popular Similar Cars. Jeep Comanche Pickup For
Sale results. Refine search. It's a rolling chassis at this point. Great shape mechanically and
physically. Bad news is the fuse panel is dismantled, corroded wires got the best of me. Needs
a donor wiring harness to get it rolling. It is a 2wd automatic with the 4. New spark plugs, spark
plug wires, distrubuter cap and rotor, valve cover gasket, oil pan gasket, transmission seal,
wiper blades, power steering pump, power steering high pressure line, MAP sensor, IAC valve,
EGR solenoid, turn signal sockets, brake pads, and shoes Bucket Seats. Has a jeep cherokee 4.
Google Ads. Completely rust free 4x4 - 4 wheel drive 4. Professionally restored to make this
Jeep run and drive just like it did of. Motor has never been touched all original has a small lift
tires are pretty much new, runs great! This would be a great project pickup. Representations
and warranties made by seller: this vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturers warranties may
still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone dan mckinney at for details. No
representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties
relied upon by bidders in making bids. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle
to be titled and registered. Title information: vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as
collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21
days from the time we pay a vehicle off. Verify with the shipper for an estimate time of arrival to
be sure. Very rare and desirable 4. Olive Green Military style paint job. This is the earliest known
Comanche to exist. I have owned it for the past 2 years and since thattime myself and a few
friends that are Jeep collectors have not been able tofind a Comanche with a lower serial
number. I have been on Jeep sale sites,forums and have not found any. It is also the lowest
serial number on theComancheclub site. It has been in NJ since the beginning of Still has
thedealership sticker on the tailgate. It came to NJ with miles on it and nowhas miles. This is an
all original XLS version with the longbed. It has the rare floor shift automatic transmission with
center console. This is the same combo that was used in the early advertising for the
Comanche. The only things changed have been the tires, battery, brakes and
normalmaintenance items. It has the original Jeep stamped bedliner with side rails. When I
bought itthe previous owner had a cap which he had installed. I removed it but was unableto get
one of the bolts back in all the way for one of the side rails. The onlyother issue with the Jeep is
that the carpet and headliner are discolored. Itappears that the dye somehow came out of the
color. The carpet under theoriginal floormats is still the correct color along with the floormats. It
isthe original carpet. Headliner is intact and not sagging anywhere. The steeringwheel, dashpad
and seats are near perfect. The paint above the steering columnis wearing off and turning black.
The paint and stripes on the b. Air Conditioning. Just got a new transmission belt in the last 6
months. The engine works very well. This is the earliest known comanche to exist. That's the st
jeep built in of all the models cj,cherokee, wagoneer, truck. I have owned it for the past 2 years
and since thattime myself and a few friends that are jeep collectors have not been able tofind a
comanche with a lower serial number. I have been on jeep sale sites,forums and have not found
any. It is also the lowest serial number on thecomancheclub site. It has been in nj since the
beginning of It came fromflorida and was originally sold at sanford amc in sanford florida. It
came to nj with miles on it and nowhas miles. This is an all original xls version with the longbed.
This is the same combo that was used in the early advertising for the comanche. It has the
original jeep stamped bedliner with side rails. When i bought itthe previous owner had a cap
which he had installed. The onlyother issue with the jeep is that the carpet and headliner are
discolored. Comoptions:description jeep comanche xls. My baby since 88' all stock no
accidents ever, covered winters since Pro new floors install Frame dry and clean no rust,
'friend' sprayed bed liner under on frame now peeling going to steam clean soon. Don't want it
turned into a rock jumper or have anyone either i insist that it is kept original and a truck. Oh it
does not go above 70mpr or has been. Only down hill, spent 12yrs on martha's vineyard
garaged. Only used on the summer. My price is high have been offered as much lately, so now
dipping my toe in the market. Some rust but not too bad. Available for sale without comanche.
Trades are on a case by case basis. Will only consider trades for another vehicle. Call with any
questions. The suspension feels tight and it is a delight to drive over speed bumps, steers
straight as an arrow, no shimmies nor vibrations, no rattles coming from the bed. This is a 5
speed manual with 4x4, engine sounds awesome and performs perfect, not a drip of oil on the

floor, clutch and tranny shifts smooth as it should in all gears, no odd, awkward or undue
noises Air Conditioning. Well maintained local trade!!! Please don't hesitate to call with any
questions or for a personal walk around of this vehicle. Featuring quality pre-owned vehicles
and new ford vehicles. Sarchione auto group although puts every effort forward to make sure of
accuracy of listings. Mileage is estimated at approx. This engine runs perfectly, and uses no oil.
I am letting my tru
50 amp 3 prong plug wiring diagram
650 night hawk
buick forum lesabre
ck go because i don't have the time or money to do as i want with it. Engine runs good but
could use a fuel pump soon. It is the 2. I have the trim bezel, i just removed it to install a stereo
in it but haven't had time to do it. I have a clean time in hand. Suspension: 6. In Colorado, the
pickup has a clear title. Selling my jeep comanche, 2. Pretty clean interior. Slight damage on lf
fender, needs minor paint and bodywork. Has clean florida title. NEW 4. The vehicle is Red with
a Gray Cloth interior. This is a 5 speed manual with 4x4, engine sounds awesome and performs
perfect, not a drip of oil on the floor, clutch and tranny shifts smooth as it should in all gears, no
odd, awkward or undue noises. The suspension feels tight and it is a delight to drive over speed
bumps, steers straight as an arrow, no shimmies nor vibrations, no rattles coming from the bed
Air Conditioning. Comoptions:description:the condition of this truck is absolutely amazing. Site
map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

